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Abstract

Watercolor paintings have a unique look that mixes subtle color gradients and sophisticated diffusion patterns. This makes them immediately recognizable and gives them a unique appeal. Creating such paintings requires advanced skills that are beyond the reach of most people. Even for trained artists, producing several copies of a painting is a tedious task. One can resort to scanning an existing painting and printing replicas, but these are all identical and have lost an essential characteristic of a painting, its uniqueness. We address these two issues with a technique to fabricate woodblocks that we later use to create watercolor prints. The woodblocks can be reused to produce multiple copies but each print is unique due to the physical process that we introduce. We also design an image processing pipeline that helps users to create the woodblocks and describe a protocol that produces prints by carefully controlling the interplay between the paper, ink pigments, and water so that the final piece depicts the desired scene while exhibiting the distinctive features of watercolor. Our technique enables anyone with the resources to produce watercolor prints.

CCS Concepts

- Human-centered computing → Interface design prototyping;
- Computing methodologies → Image processing; Image representations;
- Applied computing → Fine arts;

1. Introduction

Watercolor is a popular form of painting that mixes delicate color gradients with finely detailed contours and diffusion patterns that are immediately recognizable. This unique, abstract look is created by diluting the pigment in water and using a brush to deposit the paint on absorbent paper. Several complex physical phenomena occur during the painting process such as the diffusion of the pigments through the wet paper and the progressive absorption and drying of the water, which combined together generate the visual features characteristic of watercolor. Unfortunately, mastering this technique is challenging and typically out of reach of most people. Further, even for a trained artist, producing several copies of a painting is a tedious task because one needs to manually reproduce all the steps.

Several options have been proposed to overcome this challenge. For instance, one can make copies by scanning an actual painting...
and using a standard 2D printer. However, this approach creates identical replicas that have lost the characteristic uniqueness of actual paintings. Further, one still has to create the first painting using the standard process. Another approach is to rely on watercolor simulation software, which brings the convenience and controllability of digital authoring to the creation process but sacrifices its physicality. The latter may limit the ability to reproduce all the features of watercolor and, even if one can introduce variation through randomization, each copy is unique only insofar as one does not print each piece more than once. Closer to our work, lithography is a process where the artist first creates an etched stone that is later used to print several copies. Since the print process is manual, each print is subtly different from the others, thereby preserving the unique nature of the work. However, lithography does not apply to watercolor that is the focus of our paper.

In this paper, we propose a new solution in this design space. We enable users to create watercolor prints using a photograph and minimal guidance as input. We first introduce an image analysis technique to determine the main color regions of the image and their level of sharpness. We design this step so that users can easily provide guidance if needed, e.g., to control the level of abstraction of the final print. Based on these data, we then fabricate woodblocks and define the paints and the presence of water on each of them. Our use of woodblocks replaces brushes in the traditional watercolor painting technique, providing a higher level of automation. Finally, we describe a protocol to realize the final print. In our prototype, this last printing step is done by the users themselves but it is fully specified, i.e., it does not involve subjective judgment during the process, and we envision that it could be performed by a robot in the future. We provide a variety of examples created with our approach to demonstrate that it successfully reproduces the characteristic look of watercolor without requiring any painting skills from the users. Recognizable characteristics of watercolor paintings are present in our results: the paper texture, the variability of the thicknesses on the deposited pigments, and the broad gamut of the produced colors.

1.1. Related Work

Various techniques have been developed for the computational fabrication of paintings. Researchers have used a robotic arm to paint strokes for a given input image [DLPT12, LPD13, TL12]. Iarussi et al. [IBT13] presented a guidance drawing tool. Yao et al. [YS05] focused on robot controlled Japanese brush painting techniques specific to bamboo imagery. Prevost et al. [PJSH16] proposed a system for painting large-scale images using spray paint based on a photograph. Our technique is on a smaller scale and aims to create effects specific to watercolors such as diffusion between colors. Flagg et al. [FR06] propose another system of guided painting, this time for oil painting, which incorporates a color mixing model. Their system is intended as a learning tool and its results rely upon the painter. We propose a technique that produces results purely contingent upon the procedure itself.

Related to fabrication of paintings, non-photorealistic rendering aims to generate stylized compositions that reflect artistic intent [Bot09, BNTS07, HE04, WWF*14, LC14, CAS*97, SLKD16]. Projects about simulation of different painting media, including watercolor, create a virtual painting or investigate the properties of the media [CKIW15, LBDF13]. We aim to fabricate an artistic version similar to the non-photorealistic rendering based on the input photograph. At the same time, we try to understand the properties of the media we use in order to use them efficiently.

Printing and pressing techniques have also been used in computational fabrication research for broader applications. Hydrographic printing has been used to physically texture map free form 3D objects [ZYZZ15, PDP*15]. Similarly, thermofusing transfers pre-distorted images onto a plastic sheet, which are then deformed in to a 3D shape [SPG*16]. More generally, fabrication research has led to creative control in a variety of domains, such as flyability [UKSI14], floatability [WW16], fabricating musical instruments [UMII10], or mechanical parts [MLB12].

1.2. Background

Our work builds upon watercolor painting and woodblock printing, two well established techniques. We summarize their main components below before describing our methodology in the next section.

Woodblock Printing. The technique of woodblock printing originated from East Asia as a form of relief printing [Bul] and has been used for well-known pieces like The Great Wave off Kanagawa by Hokusai. The artist carves the negative of the desired image on the surface of a flat piece of wood called woodblock. Then ink is applied to the raised area and the woodblock is pressed on a paper canvas. The ink used in the traditional East-Asia technique is water-based while western woodblock printing inks are often oil-based. In this work, we build upon the former and extend it to generate watercolor prints. We propose a computational approach to the design of the woodblocks. We also describe how to generate color gradients using water diffusion instead of painting them manually on the woodblocks as done traditionally.

Watercolor Painting. Compared to other painting techniques, watercolor stands out by its use of pigments that are suspended in water. This enables characteristic visual effects based on the flow of the pigments in the water and on the diffusion of the water on the paper. One way painters control the flow of water is with masking fluid, a paint-like liquid that stops the water flow. Artists also use pigment diffusion to create color gradients. They brush a thick layer of water on the paper and deposit paint of different colors at different locations. The progressive diffusion of the pigments in the water creates a smooth color gradation and at the same time produces subtle patterns due to the interplay with the paper. Our work is inspired by these two techniques and we describe a systematic approach for deciding where to put masking fluid and for creating color gradients using water and pigment diffusion.

Color Formation. Watercolor painting follows a subtractive color model, similar to standard CMYK printing. Watercolor painting uses freeform strokes and varies the concentration of paint in water to achieve different transparency levels and colors. Unlike standard printing that relies on halftoning to generate a large spectrum of colors from a small set of inks, we continuously mix the inks using water diffusion, which also generates the gradient patterns characteristic of watercolor.
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1.3. Overview

The input to our technique is a digital image, $I_p$, and user-provided annotations, $I_s$, of the process. We designed a pipeline having in mind the abstraction of watercolor paintings. First, we analyze the input image to determine how each region should be represented in the final print. We compute a palette composed of a few paint colors and determine where each color will be applied. We also estimate the local smoothness of the image and use it to locate where to put water. We combine these pieces of information to define a set of regions where we will place paint or masking fluid. We give the shape of these regions as input to the laser-cutter to carve the woodblocks. Finally, we use these blocks to apply the paints and masking fluid onto white paper. While this step is manual, it is fully deterministic and could be performed by a robot. However, the design of such robot is beyond the scope of our work. Instead, we describe a step by step procedure, in which no subjective evaluation is required at any point.

2. Image Analysis

This section describes our image analysis methodology to generate the components of our watercolor prints. We later use the output to fabricate the woodblocks for printing.

2.1. Overview of our Image Analysis Pipeline

The input to our technique is a digital image, $I_p$, and user-provided annotations, $I_s$, indicating the main semantic regions that the user would like the final print to retain. For example in Figure 2(a), the user selects distinct regions for the background, hair, skin, eyes and lips. Using these inputs, the pipeline of our image processing algorithm consists of the following steps (Fig. 2):

1. Decomposition of the input image into a small set of color regions that we use to determine the color of the paint at each location.
2. Estimation of the local smoothness of the input image.
3. Decomposition of the image into semantic regions based on the user’s annotation. We use this information and the local smoothness to locate where to put water.
4. Detailed analysis of the variations of color and intensity in the water regions, which we use to generate watercolor diffusion patterns that approximate the content of the input image.
5. Optional: characterization of the fine details not represented by the previous step so that we can print them over the diffusion areas once the water has dried.
Throughout this process, we create maps that store intermediate data, e.g., a color map for the representation with a small color palette and a binary water map to indicate where to put water. The output of our image analysis is a set of 2D shapes in the image plane describing the woodblocks that we will use for creating the print. We will send these shapes to a laser-cutter to fabricate the woodblocks.

2.2. Color Map - $M_c$

While watercolor exhibits a broad spectrum of colors, they are all produced with a small set of paints — the color diversity comes from mixing, diffusion, and dilution. The first stage of our image analysis pipeline determines this small set of paint colors, the color palette. We use the palette extraction algorithm of Chang et al. [CFL*15] which takes the photograph bitmap file and the desired number $k$ of colors in the palette as input, and outputs the actual palette colors. This variant of the $k$-means algorithm uses an acceleration data structure, where $k$ is the number of colors in the output palette. In our context, the number of colors $k$ controls the level of abstraction of the final watercolor print. A low $k$ value represents the input image with few colors and generates a more abstract output, whereas a high $k$ value preserves more details. We typically set $k$ between 3 and 5 (Fig. 3). Next, we compute the color map $M_c$ by assigning each pixel to its closest color in the palette in the CIE-Lab color space. This map defines the color of the paint at each location of the final print. The next step is to determine where we will apply water.

2.3. Dry and Wet Areas

Now that we have computed the color of the paint at each point, we decide where to apply water to create diffusion gradients. In “dry” areas, we use watercolor paint with a minimal amount of water so that no diffusion occurs. This is the desired behavior for printing fine details like the eyes of a portrait. In comparison, “wet” areas favor diffusion and are well suited for smooth color gradients. Because of the diffusion process, controlling the output in these regions is more challenging and we introduce a dedicated multistep process for that purpose. In the rest of this section, we first describe how we determine where to put water, then briefly discuss how we handle the dry areas, and finally discuss in detail the more challenging case of the wet areas.

2.3.1. Where to Put Water

We wish to use water diffusion in smooth regions of the input. To do so, we first estimate a smoothness map, $M_{sm}$, that quantifies the local image smoothness and then describe how we guide users to decide where to put water based on this information. We call the output of this step the water map, $M_w$.

Smoothness Map – $M_{sm}$ We use the algorithm of Zhang et al. [ZWJ*16] to estimate the local smoothness in the input image. This technique has been designed for characterizing defocus blur and we found that it generalizes well to locate smooth regions in general, e.g., it successfully identifies the Marilyn Monroe’s skin as smooth (Fig. 2c, brighter values are for smoother regions). The algorithm analyzes the gradients in the image and outputs a continuous sharpness value at each pixel, we call this result the smoothness map $M_{sm}$. We discuss the parameter settings in the section about implementation details.

For our application, we seek to convert these continuous values into binary ones that indicate where to put water. This is a critical decision because the transition between a dry and a wet region creates a visible edge that, if misplaced, generates unsightly results. We experimented with options like per-pixel thresholding and superpixel-based thresholding, and found that they do not prevent such unsightly edges. These early tests also suggested that the location of the diffusion gradients is in part a subjective choice and that some degree of user controllability is desirable. The next section describes our solution motivated by these observations.

Semantic Map – $M_r$ To ensure that wet–dry edges appear at visually adequate locations, we let the user define the meaningful regions of the input image, e.g., the sky and the trees in a landscape, and later only allow dry–wet edges to appear between two such regions. In the previous example, this guarantees that no edge can appear in the middle of the sky for instance, but allows for an edge between the sky and the trees. For this purpose, we use the Dense-CRF algorithm [KK11]. This technique takes the input image and a set of user-provided scribbles, one for each region they wish to define, and it returns a dense map where each pixel is assigned to a region according to criteria like color similarity and image distance between pixels. In our experiments, we found that regions representing semantic image elements such as skin, eyes, and mouth for a portrait, or sky, trees, and ground for a landscape yields satisfying results. Based on this observation, we call this output of the Dense-CRF algorithm the semantic map. We refer to the original article for the details of the algorithm and to Section 4.1 for our parameter settings. Semantic image segmentation has also been incorporated in previous work in rendering [ZZ10] and physical painting [LSD16].
Water Map – \( M_w \): Using the semantic map, we next define a binary map that indicates where to put water, the water map. To ensure that dry–wet edges only appear along semantic boundaries, we assign a single smoothness value to each semantic region by averaging the smoothness map \( M_{sm} \) over each region. Without the Smoothness Map, there would be no indication on which semantic regions to put water and users would have to provide this information. On complex images, this may be a challenging task for novices. We let the users define the water map with a threshold on this per-region value. By varying the threshold, one can choose a look from a sharp rendition with details everywhere to an abstract print composed mostly of water diffusion gradients.

2.3.2. Dry Woodblocks

Now that we have computed the color and water maps, we define the shape of the woodblocks that we will later fabricate with a laser-cutter. We first discuss the “dry woodblocks”, that is, the blocks that we will use to deposit paint on paper that is only lightly moistened (in comparison to the areas where it is fully wet). We create one such block for each color of the color map by computing the intersection between the corresponding color region and the inverse of the water map (i.e., the dry regions).

2.3.3. Wet Woodblocks

In this section, we discuss the woodblocks that we will use on wet paper. These require more sophistication because of the water diffusion. First, we create a masking woodblock by inverting the water map \( M_w \) and adding edges (Section 2.3.4). We will use this block to apply masking fluid on the regions that should remain dry. Then, we create woodblocks representing each color in the color map. We first describe how to design the blocks to produce a smooth color gradation and later refine this process to also handle brightness variations.

Color Woodblocks – \( B_{wc} \): In our early experiments, we created a wet block for each color by intersecting the corresponding color region in \( M_c \) with the water map \( M_w \). This applies paints of different colors next to each other and, with water diffusion, creates a smooth transition between them. However, the extent of this transition is limited. We tested different amounts of water and paint, but the result never exhibited the large gradients typical of watercolor. We tried to shrink the shape of the woodblocks before fabricating them. We hoped that this would leave a gap between the colors that diffusion would fill, thereby creating larger gradients, but instead this created gradients with a white band in their middle. The opposite solution succeeded. We dilate the color regions of the color map with a disk of radius 1.75 mm, before computing the intersection with the water map. This creates areas where colors overlap, essentially introducing an intermediate color between any two adjacent colors. Coupled with water diffusion, this produces large smooth gradients. By varying the amount of dilation, the size of the overlap changes, which in turn affects the extent of the gradient. The resulting color regions correspond to \( B_{wc} \) as shown in Figure 2(h), the red areas indicate where the adjacent colors overlap. See Figure 10 for a comparison of gradient effects.

Shading Woodblocks. Overlapping blocks allow us to create a smooth gradation between two colors. We also observed that gradients in the input often exhibit an intensity variation, i.e., they go from dark to bright to suggest shadows and highlights. To reproduce this effect, we refine our woodblock design. First, we compute the block shape as previously described using the water map (2.3.1) and consider the corresponding image region in \( I_p \). We convert the image data to grayscale and generate a grayscale map in the same way as we have created the color map, i.e., using the \( k \)-means algorithm [CFL’15]. Since we operate within a region of the color map, we seek a finer-grain decomposition and generate a larger number of clusters for \( k=50 \) grayscale values. We call super-pixels the groups of adjacent pixels with the same grayscale value. First, we identify the brightest superpixels using non-maxima suppression, that is, we select the superpixels that are brighter than all their adjacent superpixels. We modify the block shape by removing these bright superpixels from it. As a consequence, these regions will not receive paint directly and color pigments will only reach them in a diluted form via diffusion, which will reveal more of the underlying white paper and create a brighter spot as desired. These brightest superpixel regions are denoted by the checkerboard pattern in \( B_d \) in Figure 2(i).

For the shadow regions, we identify a set of darkest superpixels using non-minima suppression, on the grayscale \( k \)-means map for \( k=30 \) grayscale values and for each color block using a procedure that we describe in the supplemental material we expand them. These shadow regions correspond to the colored areas in \( B_n \) in Figure 2(i). We will use these blocks to apply a darker shade of paint that will smoothly blend because of the water diffusion.

2.3.4. Detail Woodblocks

So far we have worked with large and medium sized superpixels, and have not captured fine details. While it is common for watercolor imagery not to exhibit such details, artists sometimes add them back using a fine brush. We provide a similar option. From dry areas, we allow users to add details by extracting the edges of the input image using the Canny edge detector and printing them on top of the color regions. For this purpose, we create a dedicated woodblock for each color region and use it to apply a darker paint of the same color. Water areas exhibit even less details because of the water diffusion. First, we add the Canny edges to the masking fluid block to create discontinuities in the diffusion gradient, thereby making these edges visible in the print. Also, the watercolor block expansion stops wherever an edge is present. Then, we extract small image features. We use \( k \)-means clustering [CFL’15] on a grayscale version of the image for \( k=50 \) grayscale values to create small image regions and we select the dark regions using non-minima suppression. We create a woodblock with these small regions in addition to the edges of the dry region and use it to apply a darker paint of the same color once the water has dried.

3. Fabrication Method

In the previous section, we have computed the shape of the various woodblocks needed to create the final print. We now explain how to fabricate the actual woodblocks and how to create the print.
the parameters that the user controls are limited to the threshold for the Water Map, the \( k \) number of colors in the Color Map, and the Semantic annotation scribble.

For the \( k \)-means palette extraction algorithm of Chang et al. [CFL'15], we made modifications so that dark colors are not discarded and shadows are not ignored. We use 10 bins for every color channel.

We use the publicly available implementation [Den] of the DenseCRF algorithm [KK11]. In all our examples, we set the weight and the standard deviation for the smoothness kernel (color independent terms) as \( w^{(2)} = 3 \) (unitless) and \( \theta_{2} = 3 \) pixels, respectively. For the appearance kernel (color dependent terms) the weight, standard deviation and color standard deviation are: \( w^{(1)} = 10 \) (unitless), \( \theta_{a} = 80 \) pixels, and \( \theta_{b} = 19 \) (RGB channels \( \in [0,255] \)).

The algorithm for estimating the local image smoothness [ZWJ'16] required more adaptation. We observed that, on our data, producing consistent results was challenging with the settings suggested in the original article. We conducted a parameter search using 19 test images and picked values that performed well on all of them while being robust to perturbations, i.e., results produced with slightly different parameters were also acceptable. We set the standard deviation for blur to \( \sigma = 10 \) pixels, the Canny [Can86] thresholds to 20 and 100 (for pixel intensities \( \in [0,255] \)), and \( t = 10^{-6} \) to compute the defocus value. For the gradient we use the Sobel function of OpenCV. For the guided filter [HST13] we set \( \varepsilon = 10^{-9} \) and the radius \( r = 20 \) pixels. For the KNN matting [CLT13] we set \( \lambda = 0.2 \), which is a constant controlling the user’s confidence on the scribble. We set the level to \( l = 5 \) which is a unitless constant that controls the amount of spatial coherence, we use 10 neighbors (pixels) with default spatial coherence and 1 neighbor with weak spatial coherence. We consider all the values of the user annotation with a defocus threshold of \( \tau = 10^{-5} \). Figure 6 shows a few examples of smoothness maps computed with these parameters.

We use the OpenCV implementation of the Canny edge detector with parameters 34 and 45 (channel \( \in [0,255] \)). We applied a morphological dilation of radius 0.5 mm followed by an erosion of the same size (a.k.a. closure) to fill in the small holes that may exist in the edges. We discarded the edges between the wet and dry regions because they are already visible as discussed previously.

4.2. Design of the Woodblocks

The images from the Image Analysis were vectorized using path trace in Adobe Illustrator. We resized them in accordance with the dimensions of the machine press. Marilyn Monroe was printed in 24 cm \( \times \) 16 cm blocks, while all the other results in 20 cm \( \times \) 15 cm blocks.

4.3. Fabrication Details

To carve the woodblocks we used a Laser Pro Spirit GLS with 170 pulses/cm or dots/cm, in raster, with 90% power and 35% speed. The maximum laser processing speed and power are: 203 cm/s and 100 W respectively.

We used Arches hot pressed paper 300 g/m\(^2\). For the paint materials we used Winsor and Newton Colourless masking fluid and...
Figure 5: An example of our printing sequence. (a) We start by masking the "dry" areas without color diffusion (white) and printing the "wet" colors with water diffusion first. (b) We then remove the masking fluid and print the dry colors without water diffusion. (c) Lastly we print the details blocks (minima and edges).

Figure 6: 4 out of 20 images we used to identify the values for the parameters for the smoothness map algorithm.

Winsor and Newton Cotman paint. In many cases we were able to find paint tints that closely matched the color palette, otherwise we performed color mixing using a guidebook by Wilcox [Wi94]. Light colors used a low ink-to-water ratio and darker parts used a higher ratio (e.g., 1 : 4 for light areas and 1 : 1 for dark areas).

In order to ensure a flat surface for printing, the paper was stretched on plywood. Before printing the wet color regions, the paper must also be moistened to allow absorption of the watercolor paints and permit diffusion effects. We used an aerosol sprayer, and performed a series of spraying and absorption iterations (see the supplemental material for further details). To perform the printing we used an Albion press, which is an early iron hand printing press that operates with a simple toggle action. We experimented with different amounts of pressure. Low pressure was used for the water areas for improved diffusion gradients. We found that high pressure gave sharper results in the non-water areas.

5. Results

We first illustrate the effects of key elements of our approach. In Figure 7, we show that without our complete pipeline, either spurious edges appear, shading is poorly represented, and/or diffusion patterns are inadequately shaped. Figure 8 gives an example of a print with and without using detail woodblocks. Figure 9 shows three prints made with the same process. The variability inherent in our process makes each print unique and at the same time all of them remain qualitatively similar to the input. Figure 10 illustrates the benefits of overlapping woodblocks for creating smooth color gradients.

Figure 12 shows a set of diverse prints. We chose the portrait because artifacts on faces can quickly look unpleasant; this result shows that our technique can accurately combine fine details and smooth gradients. The flower illustrates our ability to produce smooth gradients with both color and intensity gradations. We picked the bird for the 3-color gradient on its body and its thin legs. The lake cabin demonstrates that we can also produce prints with extensive details. We masked out the background region for the bird and flower examples.

5.1. Informal User Study

We performed an informal user study with four participants from the local art community, where we interviewed college-level art majors, and students that had taken at least one class on printmaking or painting. We asked for feedback on three results including the Marilyn portrait, the flower, and the bird. We did not describe how the paintings were made.

All participants had positive reactions and specifically commented on the color diffusion effects and the shading. They remarked on the "creation of roundness", "illusion of depth", "nice washes of color", "color blending", and "interesting color overlapping effects". All participants liked the color palette selections with two specific exceptions: students would have preferred a darker brown color in the flower print, and in the Marilyn print they would have preferred the black regions in the hair to be lighter since it appears to be background rather than shading. Participants also commented on the sharp edges and use of white lines between color regions (results of the masking fluid). An art major commented on the flower: "the sharp border is very cleverly placed because it makes the stem pop out". Another art major liked the negative space created by the borders. A third student noted "the borders add to the abstraction and simplicity in a good way".
5.2. Discussion and Future Work

As revealed in the informal user study, color selection is an important point, and, in a future version, we would like to add an automatic mixing tool for the watercolor paints, similar to the one presented by Flagg et al. [FR06], to account for the transparency of the medium and layering effects such as glazing that produces new color hues when pigments overlap. Exploring this direction, we also plan to build upon the insights of Babaei et al. [BVF*17] and Tan et al. [TLG16] on color layering. Our use of a small set of paints limits our ability to reproduce color details, which might negatively impact some texture, e.g., the trees in the landscape example. This can be mitigated with more paints at the expense of a longer printing process and more detailed annotation that is more complex to produce. Also, we did not experiment with various sizes, we expect that parameters like the dilation radius need to be scaled proportionally to the print size but more thorough investigation is necessary.

Additionally, a direction of future work could be predicting the faithfulness of the fabricated prototype as a function of the number of the colors, the amount of water, and the printing order, for example using a simulation interface. Similarly, augmenting the abstraction of the print is of interest. For example, simplification of the input image using non-photorealistic rendering or water-colorization techniques can modify the abstraction and uniqueness of the print.

Another direction for future work is refining our diffusion model

Figure 7: Removing stages in our pipeline negatively affects the results of our algorithm. In this figure, non-skin areas are digitally masked out for clarity.

(a) Without semantic regions $M_s$, spurious edges appear.
(b) Without edges in masking block, diffusion does not follow the main image features.
(c) Without shading blocks, shadows are weak.
(d) Our result.

Figure 8: We let users choose whether the print has fine details, e.g., the feathers in this case. The difference in the color gradient on the bird body and wing comes from the inherent variations that occur between prints.

(a) Print without details
(b) Print with details

Figure 9: Two examples of repeated prints to illustrate the variations inherent in our approach.
to support more levels between our current ‘dry’ and ‘wet’ options, which would require a finer-grain analysis of the local image smoothness. Finally, we have experimented with using woodblocks for more than one color to simplify the printing process. Our early experiments done by hand are promising (Fig. 11) and suggest that it should be possible to design an algorithmic solution.

Our image processing algorithm is simple to implement and successfully extracts the corresponding maps and elements. Other techniques could be used and may be able to improve the results, we keep such experiments as future work. For instance, Lin et al. [LH13] create color palettes based on a dataset of human-extracted color themes. Some defocus estimation techniques create pixel-level defocus maps [ZWJ∗16, ZS11]. Several other options exist for computing a semantic map [VS12, NHH15]. Other image morphology algorithms can be used for edge extraction and vectorization [MSF02, WD98, Mar98]. Specifically, for the edge guided polygon expansion a clipping algorithm such as [MOJR13] guiding a curve offset [YD15] which takes into account self-intersections could be used.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a novel technique of fabricating original watercolor prints given an input photograph using image processing. Our technique generates woodblocks based on the photograph’s segmentation according to color values, user-annotated semantics, smoothness values and luminosity. We provide a pipeline to fabricate the prints using watercolor paints by taking advantage of the color diffusion in the water. Our technique fabricates prints that match different aesthetic preferences. We hope that it will stir the interest of people from different backgrounds, who will consider using it as a tool to create their own designs driving our idea of water-woodblock to other directions, or experimenting and creating other innovative art media.
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Figure 12: Examples of watercolor prints with a variety of input photographs. (Row 1) Portrait of Marilyn Monroe‡. (Row 2) The flower is a representative example of creating a color gradient. (Row 3) The bird has diffusion of more than two colors (Row 4) The landscape contains detailed textures which are produced with the detail woodblocks printed on top of the dry blocks.

‡ Photograph by Milton H. Greene ©2018 Joshua Greene www.archiveimages.com


